Beam driven ionisation injection is characterised for a variety of high-Z dopant. We discuss the region of extraction and why the position where electrons are captured influences the final quality of the internally-injected bunch. The beam driven ionisation injection relies on the capability to produce a high gradient fields at the bubble closure, with magnitudes high enough to ionise by tunnelling effect the still bounded electrons (of a high-Z dopant). The ionised electrons are captured by the nonlinear plasma wave at the accelerating and focusing wake phase leading to high-brightness trailing bunches. The high transformer ratio guarantees that the ionisation only occurs at the bubble closure. The quality of the ionisation-injected trailing bunches strongly and non-linearly depends on the properties of the dopant gas (density and initial ionisation state). We use the full 3D PIC code ALaDyn to consider the highly three-dimensional nature of the effect. By means of a systematic approach we have investigated the emittance and energy spread formation and the evolution for different dopant gases and configurations.
Introduction
Plasma acceleration is a promising novel accelerating technique to deliver high brightness, GeV energies beams with table-top size devices. Theoretical works [1] [2], simulations [3] and experiments [4] [5] [7] have demonstrated the possibility to inject and accelerate electron bunches in a plasma wave, driven either by a laser or a relativistic charged driver beam. However, the beam properties, such as emittance and energy spread, are still poor and novel schemes or approaches must be foreseen to retain bunch quality over the whole acceleration length.
A possible approach to retain the accelerated bunch quality is to use the external-injection [6] . The external injection employs a conventional photo-injector technology to extract the bunch from a photo-injector and pre-accelerate it, while the plasma is used only as an extremely high gradient section. The power of this approach is based on the great reliability that photo-injector technology has reached [8] . However, the requirement of a pre-accelerating structure determines a partial loss in terms of compactness. Conversely, magnetically assisted injection [9] , trojan horse injection [10] , ionisation injection [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and similarly derived approaches [17] [18] [19] , are based on the internal-injection technique, i.e. the electrons from the plasma background are trapped in the accelerating phase induced by a driver.
The pre-accelerating structure is no longer required but other technical problems arise (e.g. the synchronisation between the laser and the plasma wave, the witness beam degradation due to the driving beam betatron oscillations). Wakefield Ionisation Injection [20] [21] is a novel approach which employs the field developed in the beam driven blowout regime of plasma acceleration, in order to ionise a dopant element and to inject the stripped electrons directly in the accelerating and focusing phase of the plasma wave Fig 1. In this scheme, the driving beam field contribute is neglected (assuming however its current is high enough to induce the bubble regime with high transformer ratios, [22] ) via the choice of the dopant element with high ionisation potential, confined in a small region of a pre-ionised background plasma. The high ionisation potential of the dopant gas ensures that it does not get ionised by the field of the driver, determining a much more stable injection since the ionising electric field only depend by the blowout configuration and is not affected by the driver betatron oscillation and depletion. High current driver beams, several kA, are required to develop an intense wakefield able both to induce ionisation and to trap the ionised electrons in the accelerating and focusing phase of the plasma wave. Such beams can be either produced by a conventional photoinjector or a previous Laser driven injection stage in a gas jet device. The laser driver can be then both used as pre-ionisation source in the following witness injection device, as showed in In this work we have characterised the internally-injected bunch quality varying the dopant gas. We chose three different high-Z dopant gases: Nitrogen, Argon and Neon. The systematic study has been conducted only for the injection region (a few hundreds of micron propagation distance) in the limit of a 10 kA -1 GeV electron driver bunch. Simulations have been performed with the Particle in Cell (PIC) code ALaDyn [23, 24, 25] , whose last code updates for Plasma Wakefield Acceleration (PWFA) is reported in [26] . We also recall that for quick estimation runs we can rely on the Architect hybrid approach [27, 28] .
Numerical setup
The characterisation is operated by varying the dopant gas. We chose: Argon, Nitrogen, and Neon. The initial ionisation level of the dopant elements is chosen to match the preionisation of the hydrogen, achieved via a low intensity laser beam or via an inductive discharge. Therefore, both the Argon and the Nitrogen were set as Ar 1+ and N 1+ , since the first level ionisation potentials are 15 .76 eV and 14.54 eV, close enough to the ionisation potential of the hydrogen (13.6 eV). This assumption does not apply to Neon where the first ionisation potential is 21 .56 eV, and thus it is unlikely to be ionised by the pre-ionisation discharge/laser.
The background plasma density is n 0 = 1.2×10 18 cm −3 , characterised by a wave-breaking field of E z ∼ 110 GV/m [30] . The dopant percentage, with respect of the background density, was chosen to internally-inject a 10 pC trailing bunch. The dopant layer is 15 µm thick, as shown in Fig. 3 ; such length was chosen in order to reduce as much as possible the slice energy spread avoiding injection of dark current. The driver is a 1 GeV, 10 kA current electron beam, with σ r = 4 µm and σ z = 7 µm. The bunch is evolved for 600 µm, a distance that allows to reach an asymptotic behaviour of the internal-injected beam characteristics, specifically, emittance and energy spread. We focus our attention only to the injection phase, reducing as much as possible computational costs. The simulation box is set with 416 cells along the longitudinal coordinate z, and 520×520 cells along the transverse plane (xy). The computational cell size is ∆ z = 0.2 µm longitudinally and ∆ x = ∆ y = 0.08 µm transversely. Each cell contains 8 macro-particles for the electrons, and 1 ion macroparticle (only in the region where we account for the dopant layer).
Injection Volume
Ionised electrons are approximately at rest when they are stripped from the dopant element ion, their thermal motion is negligible with respect to the collective motion that sustains the plasma wave. The trapping condition [29] [14] , written as function of generalised potentials, φ and A, is:
where ψ(ξ, r) = φ(ξ, r) − v φ A z (ξ, r) is the wake potential for a plasma wave propagating at v φ ∼ c, and γ w is its Lorentz factor, A the vector potential and ξ the co-moving coordinate.
In PWFA scenarios the approximations v φ → c and γ w → ∞ hold, greatly simplifying the theoretical trapping condition to the simple expression ∆ψ = −1. We have used the normalised wake potential ψe/mc 2 . The tunnel ionisation process for high-Z atoms can be described by the ADK ionisation formulation [31] , which relates the ionisation probability to the ion ionisation potential and to the magnitude of the electric field directly acting on the ion of interest. The ionisation probability P ionz = (ξ i , r i ) therefore depends on the blowout geometrical configuration, since the electric field implied in ionisation roughly scales linearly as the bubble radius E z ∼ R b . The bubble radius R b in turn depends on the driving beam normalised current [32] 
, where I A = 17kA is the Alfvèn current. Besides, the wake potential is related to the accelerating field by ∂ z ψ = −E z [32] , and therefore scales as ψ ∼ R 2 b . By combining the ionisation probability and the trapping threshold Eq. (1), it is possible to define an ionisation volume inside the blowout region which satisfies the trapping condition for any (r, ξ), which we will call injection volume. In Fig. 4 we show, as an example, the injection volume for the dopant element Ar 1+ , the colours corresponding to the ionisation probability. The injection volume for N 1+ is very similar, both in terms of local ionisation probability and injection volume, while the local ionisation probability for Ne 0 is much lower and does not reach unity in the injection volume. This difference compared to Ar 1+ and N 1+ leads to a lower trapped charge along the injection process. The highest ionisation probability, i.e. higher than 0.5, is confined in a hemispherical area of radius ∼ R b /3 and length ∼ R b /6, where k p is the plasma wavenumber. The electron population ionised in this central region is therefore inherently characterised by a very low divergence, since the transverse momentum for electrons born at rest in the blowout region only depends on the transverse force W ⊥ exerted by the positive ion column [32] scaling as W ⊥ ∼ r. The trajectory for two electrons born in these locations is reported in Fig. 4 and labeled as e1 and e2. On the other hand, the light blue shadow, similar to a hollow cylinder having R t ∼ R b /2 and length ∆z ∼ R b , is responsible for the higher divergence electron population, as e3, since electrons ionised in that region feel a much higher transverse force. However, this region corresponds to a lower ionisation probability area, and therefore influences the whole beam divergence less than the previous central region, representing thus only the tails of the self-injected beam distribution function.
The energy spread of the internally-injected beam is related to the geometry of the injection volume as well. If we do not consider beam loading effects, the energy distribution of the internally-injected beam is directly related to the beam length, which depends on the injection volume radius. During the trapping process the electrons on axis, (see trajectory e1), are subject only to a longitudinal force and therefore reach the phase velocity of the plasma wave v φ → c faster than electrons off axis (see trajectories e2 and e3), which have residual transverse momentum that must damp completely before their longitudinal velocity matches the speed of light. Once the collection of ionised electrons is over, the difference in final longitudinal positions between the on axis and off axis electron populations, i.e. the internal-injected beam length, implies different magnitudes of accelerating field along the longitudinal coordinate ξ, and therefore the generation of correlated energy spread.
Analysis for different dopant elements
In this section we describe the results obtained via PIC simulations varying the dopant element used as active electron source. In Table 1 and Table 2 we report on the internally-injected beam properties at 600 µm. We observe that beam parameters are similar, since the ionisation volume from where they originate is similar, similarity that is reflected on bunch quality. We conclude that for high Z dopant the choice of the material can be operated with some freedom with no major influence on the bunch quality. The internally-injected beam longitudinal phase Figure 5 : Longitudinal phase-spaces and energy spectra of Nitrogen for the injection distance of 600 µm. Beam loading effects due to the high charge injected, induce low energy spread.
space presented in Fig.5 corresponds to the N +1 dopant case. The charge is mainly concentrated in the FWHM, around 75 % of the total charge, denoting a well confined and peaked profile. If we focus our attention in this region, we appreciate how the energy spread and the emittance have particularly low values, i.e. < 3% and <1µm respectively. A positive beam-loading effect explains the low energy spread. The region of the bunch within the FWHM feels an almost flat accelerating field along the plasma acceleration and transport, and therefore does not experience absolute energy spread growth. On the other hand, the distribution tails at higher and lower energy feel a large difference in accelerating field, but their contribution to the behaviour of the whole beam is smaller, since they contain only ∼ 25% of the beam charge. The slice analysis of Fig.6 reports how the betatron decoherence, due to different ionisation phases along the dopant layer, corresponds to the high energy tail of the beam distribution, located in the highly non-linear area at the back of the bubble. Of more practical use are the data reported in Fig. 7 higher charge strongly loads the field, flattening the profile along the beam longitudinal dimension. The beam loading effect is even clearer if we compare the energy gain for the two cases, 87 MeV for Ne 0 and 64 MeV for Ne 1+ , where for the lower injected charge for the pre-ionised case determines a less loaded and thus a more intense accelerating field felt along the transport.
Conclusions
In this work we presented the results obtained via PIC simulations in different scenarios of the beam driven Wakefield Ionisation Injection scheme. Low energy spread, low emittance, and high current, and thus high brigthness internally-injected beams, are inherently generated in every dopant element configuration, since the core of the injection volume for the different dopant elements does not differ significantly. The selfconsistent simulations, and the single particle dynamics show how emittance and energy spectrum of the internal-injected beam depend on the injection volume geometry, and therefore on the blowout configuration, the dopant element Z, and its initial ionisation state.
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